2010 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

Division I
Coach of the Year: Jovan Vavic (USC)
Player of the Year: Ivan Rackov (USC)
First Team
Joel Dennerley (USC) Goalie
Ivan Rackov (California) Attacker
Zach White (California) Center
Peter Kurzeka (USC) Utility
Ben Hohl (UCLA) Attacker
Milos Golic (UC-Santa Barbara) Driver
Goran Tomasevic (Pacific) Center
Second Team
Andy Stevens (Loyola Marymount) Goalie
Jacob Smith (Stanford) Driver
Jeffrey Schwimer (Stanford) 2-Meter
Aaron Steiger (Cal Baptist) Utility
Tom Kruip (UC-Irvine) Utility
Sage Wright (Stanford) Driver
Griffin Lerman (UC-Irvine) Utility
Third Team
Justin Parsons (California) Goalie
Brian Dudley (California) Defender
Matt Burton (USC) Utility
Cory Nasoff (California) Attacker
Nikola Vavic (USC) Driver
Jacob Murphy (UCLA) Center
Doug Lindsey (UC-Irvine) Driver
Honorable Mention
Nikola Djuric (Saint Francis) Goalie
Mike Merlone (Princeton) Goalie
Matt Johnson (UC-Irvine) Goalie
Alex Malkis (Pacific) Goalie
Ikaika Aki (Loyola Marymount) Utility
Boris Plavsic (Saint Francis) Driver
Tibor Forai (LMU) Utility
Zsombor Vincze (UC-Santa Barbara) Utility
Charlie Steffens (California) Attacker
Caleb Hamilton (Concordia) Attacker
Jeremy Davie (USC) 2-Meter
Aaron Salit (UC-Davis) Center
Cristiano Mirarchi (UCLA) Attacker
Edgaras Asajavicius (Loyola Marymount) Utility
Brandon Johnson (UC-Irvine) Driver
Balazs Erdelyi (Pacific) Attacker
Nemanja Simonovic (Saint Francis) Attacker
Luka Saponjic (California) Attacker
Josh Samuels (UCLA) Attacker
Stefan Gencic (Saint Francis) Driver/Center
Duje Grubisic (Concordia) Attacker
Milos Skaljac (Concordia) 2-Meter
Ali Arat (Fordham) 2-Meter
Bobby Geiger (Air Force) Attacker
James Case (Santa Clara) Driver
Matt Hale (Princeton) 2-Meter Defense
Stephen Hobbs (Santa Clara) 2-Meter
Svetozar Stefanovic (Brown) Center
Ryan Hultman (Fordham) Utility
Marko Gencic (Saint Francis) Driver
Howie Kalter (Bucknell) Utility
Richie Hyden (Bucknell) Utility
Luke Baldwin (Navy) Attacker

Division II
Coach of the Year: N/A
Player of the Year: Andy Sekulski (Mercyhurst)
First Team
David Morton (UC-San Diego) Goalie
Andrew Sekulski (Mercyhurst) Goalie
Brett Luehmann (Mercyhurst) Driver
Brian Donohoe (UC-San Diego) Utility
Jakub Bednarek (UC San Diego) Utility
Ryan Allred (UC-San Diego) Utility

Division III
Coach of the Year: Greg Lonzo (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps)
Player of the Year: Brian Chong (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps)
First Team
Jeremy Selbst (Johns Hopkins) Goalie
Alex Whittam (Johns Hopkins) Driver
Brian Baier (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) 2-Meter Defense
John Preis (MIT) Center
Ben Hadley (Pomona-Pitzer) Attacker
Brendan Meaney (Redlands) 2-Meter
Andrew Smith-Jones (Redlands) Driver

Second Team
Taylor Roszkos (Chapman) Goalie
Ryan Balikian (Pomona-Pitzer) Center
Rilesh Desai (Whittier) Utility
Brandon Gross (Cal Lutheran) Utility
Chase Parlee (Chapman) Driver
Erick Gonzalez (Whittier) Attacker
Ross Schofield (Johns Hopkins) Utility

Honorable Mention
Chad Evenrud (Whittier) Goalie
Columbus Leonard (MIT) Goalie
Sean Wasserman (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Goalie
Clayton Witter (Connecticut College) Goalie
Mark Hudnall (Pomona-Pitzer) Attacker
Sam Mitchell (Connecticut College) Driver
Sam Hyrne (Penn State-Behrend) Utility
Bo Sidhu (Redlands) Driver
Craig Cheney (MIT) Utility
Huston Middlesworth (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Attacker
Emerson Gant-Fleener (La Verne) Attacker
Cameron Chaves (Washington & Jefferson) Utility
Greg Benz (Occidental) Utility
Vincent Schiavoni (Claremont-Mudd-Scripps) Attacker
Ali Khan (Penn State-Behrend) 2-Meter
Andrew Rish (Washington & Jefferson) Utility
Jordan Meaney (Cal Lutheran) Driver
Stephen Neville (Chapman) Driver
Bill Krause (Washington & Jefferson) 2-Meter